Having the right expert can help you get the right results... from the industry-leading firm, TNG

10 PUBLISHED POLISHED EXPERIENCED EXPERTS

Available for a range of liability cases involving colleges, universities, PreK-12 schools, and workplaces.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Title IX
Deliberate indifference, selective enforcement, archaic assumptions, erroneous outcome

Standard of Care for School Safety
School shootings, violence prevention, negligence claims, hazing

School Disability Claims
Mental health, ADA, 504, IDEA

#MeToo
Sexual harassment duties of care

Discrimination Claims
Equal protection, Section 1983, age, race, religion, etc

Alcohol & Drug Related Liability

Athletics Liability

Due Process

NON-PARTISAN & AGNOSTIC

TNG experts are non-partisan and agnostic. 60% of TNG cases have been engagements by plaintiffs and 40% have been defense. With plaintiffs, we have been engaged by both victims and those who are accused (due process and essential fairness claims).

60% PLAINTIFF

40% DEFENSE

CORPORATE CLAIMS

Sexual Abuse & Misconduct
Ride-Sharing Company
Massage Franchise
Theater & Musical Performance Venues

No TNG expert has ever been excluded from testimony or limited in the scope of their testimony when challenged.

60+

TNG's experts have served in or are serving in 60+ cases involving school and college liability, including some of most important precedent state and federal cases in the field.

EXPERT RATES
Ranging From

$350-$750 PER HOUR

90%

Our clients have won more than 90% of the cases in which we've been engaged.